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RESOLUTION

FERNANDEZ, B. R., J.

This resolves the Motion for Reconsideration of accused-
movant Juvenal B. Azurin dated May 10,2019, assailing the
Decision promulgated on April 25, 2019, the dispositive
portion of which reads, as follows - -

,WHEREFORE, this Court finds accused
Juvenal B. Azurin GUILTY beyond reasonable
doubt of the crime of grave threats, as defined and
penalized in Article 282, paragraph 2 of the Revised
Penal Code, as amended, and in default of any
modifying circumstances in attendance, hereby
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sentences him to suffer a straight penalty of
imprisonment of Two (2)Months and a fine in the
amount of Five Hundred Pesos (P500.00), with
subsidiary imprisonment in case of insolvency, and
to pay the costs.

SO ORDERED.
r

In his Motion, the accused-movant seeks the reversal of
the assailed Decision on the followinggrounds - -

:(1)That there is no evidence to support the
prosecution's claim that the accused-movant
committed the crime charged. Accused-movant
asserts that the prosecution failed to prove that he
hurled threatening statements against the private
complainant. He maintains that there is nothing
irregular with the late night/ early morning phone
call by the accused-movant since the nature of

I

theirjob entails them to work day or night. He also
claims that the demeanor of the private
complainant after the incident took place does not
demonstrate fear, but of vengeance;

(2) Character or reputation of the accused-
movant should not have been considered.
According to the accused-movant, being a member
of the Magdalo group does not mean he is a
dangerous person;

(3) The' prosecution's evidence is purely
hearsay and the statements of the private
complainant and the witnesses are mere
afterthoughts. According to the accused-movant,
the statements of witness April Rose Mendoza and
Maynard Angleham are pure hearsay, since they
admitted that they had no personal knowledge of
the utterance hurled by the accused-movant to the
private complainant .. Also, their joint-affidavits
were' executed nearly four (4) months after the
incident. Same with witness Rosenia Cabalza, who
executed two (2) affidavits a day after she received
the Office Order relieving her of her position, and
another almost four (4)months later. Further, the
statement of the private complainant with the
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police station was a mere afterthought since he had
approximately eight (8) hours from the time the
incident took place to concoct a story;

(4) The photograph of the private
complainant's phone is inadmissible as evidence
since. it was not authenticated in accordance with
the Rules on Electronic Evidence; and,

(5)The prosecution must rely on the strength
of its own evidence and not on the weakness of the
defense. The accused-movant asserts that the
private complainant's and the witnesses' self-
serving statements, the reliance on hearsay
evidence, the absence of proof that the accused-
movant hurled threatening statements against the
private complainant, admissibility of photograph of
the private complainant's phone demonstrates how
the prosecution has fallen too short of discharging
its burden ofproving the guilt of accused-movant
beyond reasonable doubt.

When given time (Order, May 24, 2019), the prosecution
filed its Comment/Opposition dated May 30,2019.

It maintained that there is evidence to support that the
accused-movant committed the crime charged based on the
documents and testimonies of the witnesses whom the
accused-rriovant named. It also averred that the findings of
the Court did not consider the character or reputation of the
accused-movant being a member of the Magdalo Group. The
accused-movant was convicted of the offense charged on the
basis of the totality of evidence adduced by the prosecution
and not because of the accused's character or reputation.

The prosecution further averred that its evidence is not
based on hearsay and afterthought. The utterance. made by
the accused-movant of the threat to kill the private
complainant was affirmed'by the accused-movant himself to
witness Cabalza, who happened to talked with the accused-
movant on November 11, 2013 and December 3, 2013. Since
it was the accused-movant himself who personally admitted
to witness Cabalza that he talked to the private complainant
over the phone and admitted having threatened to kill him,
the same cannot be considered as hearsay.
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As to the photograph of the private complainant's phone,
the prosecution avers that the same is admiasible in evidence.

I

According to the prosecution, it may not only be considered
as electronic evidence but an object evidence as well,
purposely introduced by the prosecution to prove- - (a) that
the accused-movant called the private complainant on
November 12, 2013 at 12:10 a.m.; (b) the initial "RD" refers
to Regional Director (referring to the accused-movant being
then the Regional Director of Region I1); (c)the duration of the
call - ten minutes and two seconds, (00:10:02); and (d) the
cellular number of the caller (0917-5180743).

Finally, the prosecution maintains that it relied on the
strength of its own evidence and not on the weakness of the
defense, otherwise, the Decision should have been for the
acquittal of the accused-movant. It further claims that the
accused-rnovant failed to present any countervailing
evidence, except his mere denial of the accusation against
him.

We find the Motion for Reconsideration bereft of merit.

A judicious perusal of the subject Motion for
Reconsideration will reveal that there are no new or
substantial matters that can convince this Court to amend,
alter, revise or even reverse its Decision promulgated on April
26,2019. The arguments posed by the accused-movant in his
Motion were sufficiently passed upon and already considered
by this Court.

Nevertheless, it is worth reiterating that the finding of
guilt beyond reasonable doubt for grave threats requires the
following elements - - (1) that the offender threatens another
person with the infliction upon the latter's person, honor or
property, or upon that of the latter's family, of any wrong; (2)
that such wrong amounts to a crime; and, (3) that the threat
is not subject to a condition. This felony is consummated as
soon as the threats come to the knowledge of the person
threatened (Paera vs. People, G.R. No. 181626, May 30,2011,
citing People vs. Villanueva, Nos. 3133-3144-R, 27 February
1950, 48 O.G. 1376 (No.4), 1381).

And-as discussed in the assailed Decision, the remarks
made by the accused-movant as quoted in the Information
was" Putanq-ina mo Clave ha, putang-ina mo Bobot, papatayin
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kita." This; undoubtedly concurs with the above-mentioned
three (3) elements of the crime. ·Thepertinent discussions of
the Court are herein restated for brevity, to wit - -

Although it may be said that the alleged
threatening statements were only made during the
telephone conversation between. the accused
(movant) and private complainant Clave, hence,
with no independent corroboration, the immediate
reaction of private complainant Clave after. the
conversation coupled with the testimonies of the
prosecution witnesses showing antecedent events
will show that the threats and the incident
themselves must be given much credence. This is,

I .

of course, aside from the fact that the accused
(movant) himself admitted the telephone
conversation.

Aside from the testimony of private
complainant Clave, this Court also gave sufficient
weight to the statements of prosecution witness
Rosenia Cabalza, the then NDISAdministrator of
the Intelligence and Investigation Section, PDEA
Regional Office 2, in her Affidavits both dated
November 19,2013 (Exhs. "E"and "F"], where she
had a conversation with the accused (movant) on
November 11,2013 or prior to the incident in this
case, showing the accused' (movant) intense anger
and propensity to kill the person behind the text
message to the Deputy Director General for
Administration. The pertinent recital of the
accounts by the witness Cabalza reads - -

I was standing in front of his table, he
suddenly said" May nagtext sa taas, siniraari
aka. Hayap/ Pag nalaman ko kungsina ang
nagtext, papatayin ko talaga. Di niya alam na
may mga kaklase aka sa ISAF. Ipapatrace ko
ang number niya. I asked "Kanino nagtext
sir?' He answered "kay DDGA. Finoruiard
lahat ng text sakin". Then he scrolled his
cellular phone and said "Huwag itang una,
foul ita. Ita nalanq", then he read the text
message loud to us. "Papatayin ko talaga

. kunq sino ang nagtext na ita". Then I asked
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him "Tinawagan mo a yung number sir?' He
replied hindi, hindi ko tatawagan. Pinatrace
ko. na. Taga dito lang yung nag text. Then I
said "Wen sir kasi alam niya yung coplan."
Arid paanoyan sir Coplan ang ipapapirma ko
sa iyo baka isipiri mo ako ang nagtext. After
that I· placed the documents on top of his
table for him to sign and 1 left. [Emphasis
Supplied]

The actual telephone conversation between
the accused (movant) and private complainant
Clave was confirmed by the accused (movant)
himself to prosecution witness Cabalza during
their meeting on December 3,2013. .

This can be gleaned from the March 6, 2014
Affidavitof witness Cabalza (Exh. "G"), to wit - -

1 remember him saying "Ang sama sama ng
loob ko sa tutuo lang gusto ko siyang ipapatay."
Referring to 102 Jaime J. Clave. And 1 replied
"Alanqanq bumaba ka sa level na papatay ka ng tao
sir." And he replied" 00". I answered pero nakausap
mo siya sir? He answered "00, kinausap ko sya sa
telepono" 1 told him "Sabi mo daw wag siyang
magpapakita sa iyo at [sic] papatayin mo daw
siya." And he answered "Talagang papatayin ko
siya. Papatayin ko talaga siya." [Emphasis
Supplied]

'The accused (movant) himself also talked
about his anger at private complainant Clave with
102 April Rose Mendoza and 101 Maynard
Agleham, whom he summoned to his office on
November 16, 2013. During this meeting, the
accused (movant) mentioned to the two (2)
witnesses that "Namura ko si Bobot" and "Kunq ana
yong nangyari sa amiri ni Bobot, personal na namin
y~n. ,J!

In sum, we find no compelling reason to justify a
reconsideration of the assailed Decision.
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WHEREFORE, in view of the foregoing, the Motion for
Reconsideration dated May 10, 2019 is hereby DENIED for
lack of merit.

SO ORDERED.

o R. FERNANDEZ
sociate Justice

We concur:

~.u;~E-
Presidinq . ce

Chairperson

~;UANE T.FERNA
Associate Justice

BRF/NRDM/berlin2019

*Sitting as Special Member as per Administrative Order No. 262-2018 dated April 30, 2018.


